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REPEATER

TO MTWX CIRCUITS

1.01 This section discusses the factors involved
in using E7 repeaters on MTWX circuits.

It also presents information on the electrical

characteristics and performance of E7 repeaters
and E7-repeatered loops.

1.02 The E7 repeater is applicable only at the

central-office end of a nonloaded cable
pair. It cannot be used as an intermediate re-
peater in a nonloaded loop. This follows from

the fact that the E7 converts the impedance of
the loop, terminated at the station, to approxi-
mately that of 900 ohms in series with 2 pf, the

desired value for all TWX loops. Any further
nonloaded cable or excessive length of office
wiring on the side opposite the station will alter

this impedance to such an extent that transmis-

sion requirements are unattainable. This effect
is covered in more detail in Part 2.

-

. 1.03 For the sake of simplicity and to keep
.. .%

costs reasonably low, the E7 repeater
was designed to work with only 22-, 24-, and 26-.

. gauge cable pairs and combinations of these

gauges. It is not generally applicable to 10013s
predominantly of coarser gauge, but trivial

amounts of coarser gauge should not affect per-
- formance adversely. Where there is doubt about

amounts of coarser gauge
stallation and tests must
whether requirements are

- late to change the layout.

in the loop, early in-

be made to find out
met, before it is too

1.04 As a result of the considerations men-

tioned in Par. 1.02 and 1.03, it may be
found necessary to remove bridged taps, to load
certain loops, or to use other facilities.

1.05 Where it is impracticable to make ad-
vance tests on doubtful layouts proposed

for TWX use, artificial sections of cable can be
helpful in making decisions. The artificial sec-
tions are laid out to simulate the proposed 100P,
as shown in the cable records, and tested just
as the latter would be if it were available. This
method naturally is conclusive only when the
actual line facilities are as specified in the rec-
ords. If artificial cables are used to simulate
TWX loops for preliminary line-up of E7 re-
peaters, the repeater network settings so ob-
tained must be considered as initial settings
only. Optimizing of settings as described in
Section 332-207-301 is still requi]ed since the
records used to establish the artificial loop may
not express the actual plant conditions. Also,
the E7 repeater used on the actual loop will, in
some cases, differ slightly from the one used in
the preliminary line-up.

1.06

(a)

(b)

(c)

1.07

Three adjustments of the E7 repeater are;@i.M;.C<.+v..!;..:,.:.:”fi::-<.fi,“
made during installation. !,T%’w.,:;;;$

,’
Transformer taps (two screws)

Network capacitance (one or more screws)

A’etwork resistance (screwdriver-ad j usted
rheostat )

Only one of these adjustments, the trans-
former tap, can be determined before the

E7 repeater is applied to a loop. The tap is pri-
marily determined by the 900-ohm measured in-
sertion loss (AML, actual measured loss) of the
bare loop at 2300 cps, but also is in some cases
dependent on the dc resistance of the loop. The
other two adjustments are determined with the
help of an auxiliary network adjusted to simu-
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SECTION 332-207-121

late the impedance of the terminated loop. This
method is the only practicable one that has been
found for the wide variety of loops encountered
in the field. Tables are furnished in Section
332-207-301 giving the approximate settings of
the E7 network capacitance and resistance.

1.08 .41though, in a few cases, these network
settings might meet minimum require-

ments, they must be optimized in order to meet
the system objective for T\J7X. The requirements
are shown in Table XII of Section 332-207-301.
It should be borne in mind that the TWX system
would not work if only minimum return loss and
maximum insertion lOSS were attained for any
considerable percentage of the repeatered loops.
The line-up procedure has been devised to result
in ranges of return losses and insertion losses
that insure a workable system.

1.09 TwTo different line-up procedures are used
for loops falling into two different ranges

of insertion loss. The large majority of loops,
those in the lower range of losses, are lined up
by means of return-loss measurements and ad-

j ustments only. Other transmission measure-
ments are not required. A smal 1 percentage of

100PS, those having the highest permissible
losses, require insertion loss measurements in
addition to the return loss measurements. In
some of these cases, further adjustments of the
E7 network are then required in order to meet
both the return-loss and insertion-loss objec-

~=,:~,.=+ives. All measurements and adjustments are..,.,.. ,,.+,,,,Y,;i:i;!.%i,%,.
%@!:nade at the central office. This technique re-**~&~:,
~]~~{uires the test gear listed in Section 332-207-301,

“E7 Repeater Line-Up.

1.10 After the repeater has been lined up in
accordance with Section 332-207-301, the

loop will be stable (will not sing) in service and
when idle.

1.11 The E7 repeater will not work satisfac-
torily on a loop whose 900-ohm insertion

loss at 2300 cps is less than 4 db or more than
17 db. Also, if one or more loading coils have
been left on the loop by mistake, it will be im-
possible to line up the repeater properly, and
loading coils on any of the bridged taps will
prevent satisfactory line-up.

1.12 Since disablers are not used with E7 re-
peaters, it is best to locate th[ r{peatelx

on shelves not equipped with disablers. If al]
available shelves are equipped with dis:ibl~rs,
however, E7’s may be installed on such shelves
but the associated disablers should be modified
in order to avoid signaling penalty. This penalty
is imposed by the 120-ohm de resistance of the
disabler relay windings. The modification con-
sists, in part, of shorting out these windings
with temporary straps that can later be removecl,
if necessary. The othel’ part of the modification
requires a temporary stl’ap across the l’cla~- con-
tacts to feed power to the E7 continuously. This
modification is described on the SD drawing.

1.13 The 137 is monitored by plugging in a
high-impedance receive] at the front pin-

jacks. These jacks are connected across a “clly”
winding of the line tl’ansformer to kec Ip dil’ect
current out of the receiver. Only the KS-1 1118
high-impedance receiver equipped with a .119A
plug (same as for E6 repeatel) should be us~d.

1.14 Testing of E7 repeatels is done in 5 1F3
test stands. Test jacks ale optional in

shop-wired repeater mounting bays, but ale not
used with E7 I.epeaters. Whelw test jacks have
been installed, l-type or ?-type signal plugs
should be placed in the jacks to avoid inad-
vertent bypassing of the repeater.

2. APPLICATION PRINCIPLES

2.01 In general, the E7 repeater is used on
nonloaded TW.X or DATA-PHONE loops

that would otherwise have too much loss to nl~’ct
transmission requirements. There arc limits,
however, to the characteristics of loops that th(
E7 can bring within requirements, as follo~vs:

(a) Loops must be 22-, 24-, or 26-gauge non-
loaded pairs or a combination of these

gauges.

.

. .

.

.

(b)

(c)

(d)

Loop resistance, excluding bridged taps,
must not be more than 1200 ohms at 68” F,

b
Loop length, excluding bridged taps, must
not be more than 18 kilofeet.

No bridged tap may
of the central office.

exist within 600 feet
-
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(e)

-

(f)

Total length of all bridged taps may not
be more than 6 kilofeet.

Where a dial long line circuit is located
in the same central office as the E7 re-

peater, the loop resistance must be at least
500 ohms, part of which may be building-out
resistance equally divided between the tip and

● ring sides of the pair.

“.
2.o2 The line-up procedure to be used for a

given loop depends upon the 1OOO-CPSin-
sertion loss of the bare loop and upon the total
length of bridged taps. Procedure No. 1 makes
use of return-loss measurements and adjust-
ments. Procedure No. 2 is more elaborate, mak-
ing use of both insertion loss and return loss.
Table I indicates the field of use of the two
procedures. Procedure 1 does not include meas-
urements of repeatered insertion 10SSCS,because
the latter are closely predictable. If the pro-
cedure is followed correctly, both the l-kc and
the 2.3-kc insertion loss of the repeatered loop
will be within & 1 db of the nonrepeatered in-
sertion loss at 1 kc.

TABLE I

FIELDS OF USE OF LINE-UP PROCEDURES 1 AND 2

900-OHMINSERTION LOSS OF

TOTAL LENGTH OF BARE LOOP INCLUDING BRIDGED

BRIDGED TAPS TAPS

Line-Up 1 Line-Up 2

0-3000 ft. 1.5–5 db 5–7 db

3001-6000 ft. 1.9–7 db 7–8 db

2.03 The impedance of the loop as compared
to the office impedance of 900 ohms in

series with 2 pf is considerably improved by the‘L
E7 repeater at both 1000 and 2300 cps. In Pro-
cedure 2, the amount of improvement obtained

● “
depends, to a great extent, on the care with
which the adjustments of the repeater network,
are made. As pointed out in the line-up pro-
cedure, trimming of the network from the initial
settings should be done to obtain better than
minimum results.

-

2.04 Supervision, up to a maximum loop cur-
rent of 150 mil ]iamperes, and 20-cycle

ringing are passed through the E7 repeater with-
- out the need for auxiliary bypass equipment.

1SS 1, SECTION 332-207-121

2.05 For pulsing and supervision, the E7 re-
peater adds to the loop the resistance of

its prirnal’.v and seconda]”y windings, as shown
in Table II.

TABLE II

TOTAL

Prirmwy — 14 ohms

Secondary, Taps 1-1 18 ohms 32 Ohnls

!, ,? ‘) ., ‘> “u-- .4 X? “

,7 ,, 99 ~.)r ~!d-d 0.} .~:] ~f

,, “ 4-4 44 “ 58 “

2.06 For 20-cycle linging, inc]uding frequen-

cies betkvcwn 16 and 22 cps, the basic ring-

ing range is reduced by 2(N) ohms. The basic
ringing range is propol’tional to the signaling

voltage; for FA-volt ringing systems, it is about
3000 ohms. For ringing systems using frequen-

cies below 16 cps or above 22 CPS, tests must be

made to determine suitability.

2.07 In standard cablt plant installed during’

the past 10 years, cross-induction bttween
TWX circuits, and bctwt’en TWX and message

circuits, should be so slight as to caLEe no intc’r-
ference. In plant that contains nonstaggered-

twist cable or nonstandard cable, however, ceY-
tain precautions should bt~ taken in order to
avoid possible’ intel.f~,r~’net’. Thcst’ pl$ccautions

all apply to nonloaded cable; loaded nonstag-

gered-twist cable shou]d ncvc’1’ be assigned to
TWX ]001)S.

2.08 Tables 111, JV and V show the suggested
limits for the length of nonstaggered -

twist (NTST) cable to be L~secl in thlee types of
DATA-PHONE and T\VX loops. J1’here the
length of NST cable does not exceed the limit,

no action is needed. W’hel’e it does CXCCMI the
limit, the following steps may bc considered:

(1) Rel’outc thu loop, avoiding NST cable.

(2) Rq)]:lcc enough NST cable to meet the

limits.
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TABLE Ill

NET
LOOP LOSS’:

AT 2.3 KC

(db)

~_~

2.1–3
3.1-5
5.1-6
6.1-7
7.1–9
9.1-14

DIAL TWX LOCAL LOOPS (NON-RX CIRCUITSI

DISTURBER MIN.

TOTAL DESEN. SPACE-HOLD F2 COUPLING

LOSS PAD CUTOFF TRANSMIT LOSS

(db) [db) ldbml [dbml (dbl

8 -50 -8 42
4 –54 -8 46
4 -54 -6 48
4 –54 -4 50
0 -58 -4 54
0 -58 -2 56
0 -58 0 58

.
MAX. LENGTH NST ADJ.
TO STATION INCLUDING

BRIDGED TAPS

TABLE IV

METROPOLITAN AREA REMOTE EXCHANGE CIRCUITS WITHOUT DALC

(ASSUMED INTEROFFICE FACILITY LOSS EQUALS 4 DB AT 2300 CPSI

All
All
All
All
6000’
1500’

1

See Note,
~oo, Fig. 1

0-1 4-5 4 -54 -6 48 All
1.1–2 5.1–6 4 -54 -4 50 All
2.1–3 6.1-7 0 -58 -4 54 6000’
3. 1–5 7.1-9 0 -58 -2 56 1500’

1

See Note,

5.1-10 9.1–14 o -58 0 58
500, Fig. 1

-

TABLE V

INTERCITY RX CIRCUITS USING DALC

(ASSUMED INTEROFFICE FACILITY LOSS EQUALS 3 DB AT 2300 CPSI

=...--”

o–3 3–6 4 –54 –8 46 All
3.1-5 6.1–8 () –58 -6 52 All
5.1-7 8.1–10 o –58 –4 54 6000’
7.1-9 10.1–12 o -58 –2 56

1

See Note,
1~~~ Fig. 1

9.1-11 12.1–14 o –58 o 58

‘:’ Includes 137 Repeater, if one is used, but not office losses on office side of repeater.
-
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123&567 8910111213U

Fig. 1 –Length of NST Cable Adiacent to Station —Kilofeet

A’ote: lf there is staggered-twist (ST) cable bctwc’[n the NST cable
and the station, decrease the minimum coupling loss by twice the
2.3 kc loss in that ST cable, and enter Fig. 1 at the resultant
coupling loss. The curve will indicate the permissible length of
NST cable.

.1.09 Table ~’I sholvs the minimum on~)-kva~

loss of ST cable mquirwl adjacent to the
station in O1OCIC1’to p{’rn~it the I’t’mainder of a

long loop to bc NST. It also sholvs the lengths
of several types of nonloaded cable that ap-

pl’oximatc that loss at 2.3 kc.

TABLE VI

MIN. l-WAY
LOSS OF

MIN. CPLG. ST CABLE
LOSS REQUIRED

REQUIRED ADJ, TO CORRESPONDING LENGTH OF

AT STATION STATION NO NLOADED CABLE lkft.1

(db) ldb} 1 9LC 19HC 22 24 26

;5. 4 1 ‘, ‘,0. ?> :;,0 2.0 1.5 1.25

56 ~ 6.7 6.() -1.() 3.() 2.50

58 3 10.0 9.0 6.() 4.5 3.7<5

2.10 The E7 repeater’s ability to h:~ndl~’ single-

fl’c’quc’ncy power Clecr(’ascs :1s fl’cqLlency
incl’cases. Its power-handling ability is least
when the cable pail’ is conncctud to Tal) 4 on the

transfolvncr. Table VII shows the input levels
that ma}- not be exceeded without likelihood of

- serious overloading’ when Tap 4 is Llscd.

TABLE Vll

FREQUENCY — CPS INPUT LEVEL — dbm

1000-1300 -t8.()

3000 –3.0

These input levels ale not restrictive for TWX

tl”ansmission, but impose restrictions on testing
levels at frequcnci~s above 2500 CPS. At these

levels, the compression (a decrease in gain as a
result of high levels) is about 0.5 db.

3. DESIGN PROCEDURES

3.01 Sketch the proposed layout on the circuit
layout cal’d, showing all bridged taps.

3.02 Calculate the dc resistance of the loop
from the repeatel. location to the cus-

tomer’s prernis[’s, using the appropriate unit re-

sistance val Llcs from Table VIII.
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TABLE Vlll

OHMS PER KILOFOOT AT 68’ F

19 ga. ” 16.1

22 ga. w~.~

24 ga. 51.9

26 ga. 83.3

OFFICE CABLE 32.5

“ only tyivial amounts may bc used on lcpc’at-
C’11’dloop.

3.03 \Yhvn a Dial Long Line Circuit, SD-96231,
is to be used on an E’i-repeatercd loop at

the same I)oint as the E7 rep~’ater, it must be
modified to inlproye return loss. The nlodifica-
tion consists of substituting l?()-tylw repeating
coils for 94-type. In order to avoid signaling
difficulties }vith 120-type coils, the loop ~(sist-
ance must bc at least 500” ohms. If the cable
pairs themselves have less than .5(N ohms rcsist-
ancc, balanced bui]ding-out resistors shou]d b~)
]Jlacecl in series \vith the tip and )’ing \’:ims of
the loop at Tc’rminals 8 and 16 of the r(’peatel’
socket. The tip and ring resistolx should not
differ by more than 3 ohms. Po\vc’Y l“atings of
2 watts per ~’esistor are lxxon~n~(nded. Total
l“esistanc’e of cable conductors plus bui]ding-out
lesistol.s should lie betivwn 500” and W() ohms.

3.04 Obscrve the location of briclgvd ta])s. If
bridged taps of total length greatvr than

100 feet exist \vithin 600 feet of the ccntl.a]

Example

3.07 Consider the following loop:

TABLE X

RESISTANCE

oflice, they must be reduced to a total of 100
feet or less before the E7 may be applied to the ~
loop.

3.05 If the total length of all bridged taps is
more than 6000 feet, enough bridged tap

must be removed to bring the total under 6000 ~
feet. For better results and fol economy, give
l)]’{~f~]encc to removing the longer ta})s. , .

3.06 Calculate the 1000 and 230(} CPS loss of
the bare loop from the repeater shelf to .

the station, using the following information:

TABLE IX

ATTENUATION IN DB PER KILOFOOT (Nonloaded)
-

1000 Cps 2300 CpS

19 CNB $).- 1 .35

~~ CSA .3-4 .51

21 DS31 .44 .66

26 EST “-l:) .81

OFFICE CABLE .10 .70

Tht bridged tap loss may be taken as 0.22 and
0.56 db pey kilofoot fo~ 1000 and 2300 cps, re-
spectively, for all gauges. If the loss of the loop
plL1s b~.id.gcxl taps at 2300 CDS is less than 5 db,

-

no lx~peater is I.equirecl for TW. X service. If the
loss lies between 5 db and 14 db, an E’i repeatel”
may be requiled. If the loss is greater than

l-l db, the loop is not suitable for TIVX service.

LOOP LENGTH IN KILOFEET

,~~() 19 ga.
3.392 22 ga.
9.030 24 ga.
2.770 26 ga.

Total 1.5.412

OFFICE CABLE .2 kft. 22 ga.

REPEATER RESISTANCE
FOR

TRANSFOR31ER TAP 3

OHMS PER KILOFOOT

X 16.1=
~ 32.5z.

x 51.9 =

x 83.3 =

x 32.5 =

RESISTANCE — OHMS

3,6
110.0
465.0
230.4

Total 809.0

6.5

,

49.0

Total = 864.5

This total is less than the 1200 ohms permitted, and is therefore satisfactory.
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LOOP LENGTH IN KILOFEET

.220 19 ga. x
3.392 22 ga. x
9.030 24 ga. x

2.770 26 ga. x

OFFICE CABLE .2 kft. x

BRIDGED TAP 6.47 kft. x

COMPUTED TOTAL (68° F)

{

CORRECTION
“: EXPECTED MEASURED LOSS (EML)

ACTUAL MEASURED LOSS (AML)

lAtiLt Xl

LOSS

ATTENUATION

1000 CPS 2300 CPS

db/kff LOSS — db db/kft LOSS — db

.24 = .05 x .35 = .08

.34 = 1.15 x .51 = 1.73

.44 = 4.00 x .66 = 6.00

.54 = 1.50 X .81 = 2.z4

,4 = .08 X.7: .14

.22 = 1.40 X .56 = 3.60

8.18 13.79

–1.00 – 1.00

7.2 APPrOX. 12.8 .4ppYox.

7.3 13.0

Since the bridged taps amount to more than 6000 feet, some must be removed before the E7 repeater
is lined up.

‘kSince the “Computed Total” is in terms of attenuation, but the EML and AML are insertion losses,
an average correction of – 1 db is applied.

3.08 Because of possible discrepancies between
records and actual plant, verification tests

described in Section 332-207-301 are always
made on the bare loop. It is required that the
measured values be within & 1 db of the com-
puted values.

3.09 Record the EML’s at 1000 and 2300 cps
and the total resistance on the circuit lay-

out card to be furnished to the central office
people who will place the loop in service.

4. PERFORMANCE

4.01 The performance of an E7 repeater varies
with the loop layout. In general, the

lower-loss circuits tend to give better insertion-
10SS and return-loss performance. Circuits near
the limiting loss, hence requiring Tap 4 on the
transformer, can often just be brought within

‘- the performance limits.

4.02 If the power supply to the repeater is in-

terrupted, net-loss and return-loss per-
formance are poorer than they would be without
a repeater. A “dead” repeater inserts a loss

ranging from 2 to 8 db, depending upon the
transformer tap used.

4.03 Charts 1 to 8 show insertion losses and
return losses, both with and without re-

peaters, for four different E7 repeatered loops.

Charts 1 and 2 apply to the first loop, Charts 3
and 4 to the second, etc, the odd-numbered
charts showing insertion loss and the even-
numbered charts the return loss.

4.o4 Chart 3 also illustrates the improvement
obtained by reducing or removing bridged

taps, while Chart 4 shows the ill effect of adding

500 feet of office wiring on the office side of the
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E7 repeater, as well 2tS the change l)~OfiLICC’Ci by
reducing bridged taps.

4.05 In Charts 5 and 6, note the inclwase in the
insertion loss and the decrease in return

loss when the power supply is disconnected.

4.06 Charts 7 and 8 show the performance of
an E7 repeater on a mixed-gauge loop

containing four bridged taps. The dashed Iinc’s

represent the performance \vith a 5800-foot
bl’idged tap completely removed. _

4.07 \Vhere ]00])S \vt!rc altered to i]lustl’ate cer-
tain effects, the repeaters \verc realigned

fol the second set of measurements. .411 align-
ments were made from the office side of the E’i -
repeater befol’e any oficc cabling was connected ;
tidjustment of the repeater cannot compensate .

for the efl’ects of cabling on that side.

-

.

_.
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Chart 2- Return Loss at Central Office End of Repeatered Loop With and
Without E7 Repeater on 22 ga.
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Chart 3- Transmission Performance of E7 Repeater on 24-Gauge Loop With

Bridged Tap
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Chart 4-Return Loss at Central Office End of Repeatered Loop With and

Without E7 Repeater on 26 ga.
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Chart 6- Return Loss at Central Office End of Repeatered Loop With and
Without E7 Repeater on 26 ga. With 6 kft. Bridged Tap
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Chart 8- Return Loss at Central Office End of Repeatered Loopw
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